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As anyone who begins to work with 
interactive videodiscs soon discovers, there 
are two videodisc formats: CA V, which 
stands for Constant Angular Velocity, and 
CLV, which means Constant Linear Veloc-
ity. In simple terms, the difference between 
the two formats is that CAV stores the data 
in up to 54,000 concentric circles while CL V 
is stored in a spiral, exactly like a phono-
graph record. Because the data in each CA V 
circle represents precisely two video frames 
(this is why some freeze frames flicker), the 
laser disc player can seek to any one of the 
frames and either begin playing or hold the 
frame indefinitely as a still picture on the 
screen. The amount of motion video is 
limited to about 30 minutes on each side of 
a CA V disc because each circle, while hold-
ing the same amount of data, must take up · 
an ever increasing amount of space the 
nearer the outside edge. The CL V or Ex-
tended Play format doubles the amount of 
motion video that can be stored on a disc 
due to the sequential placement of the frames 
along the spiral track. Until recently, the 
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major disadvantage of CL V discs for inter-
activeapplicationswasthatstillframescould 
not be displayed on the screen. This disad-
vantage is now overcome in some of the 
newer players by the inclusion of a memory 
buffer which holds the selected frame image 
on the screen. 
To use a CL V disc interactively requires 
the same basic procedures as using a CA V 
disc, with some modifications. Firstofall, to 
search to a location on a CL V disc enter the 
minutes and seconds instead· of a frame 
number. (The Pioneer 8000 allows both time 
and frame number while early model play-
ers may only allow searching by whole min-
utes.) Search times in CLV mode are much 
longer than inCA V mode, so you will need 
to consider this in your application. If you 
are working with a computer tutorial, for 
example, you can diminish this time by 
presetting the player to your next selection 
or to a "waiting" area close to the selections 
you will be using while the student is look-
ing at a computer screen. Ending the video 
sequence will depend on the particular 
player you are using. Some players will 
allow you to enter the ending time and a 
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pause command at which point the player 
will revert to the neutral screen. Other 
players and some authoring systems, how-
ever, may need a timer program to indicate 
completion. In this case figure the elapsed 
time and add the search time if needed. 
There is a wealth of material available in 
the CL V format waiting to be repurposed. 
For example, we have created tutorials in 
ballet and opera for humanities classes us-
ing readily available videodiscs. Other 
tutorials in theater could easily be made. 
We have also annotated a full-length Italian 
motion-picture wherein the student may 
listen to each line of dialogue, starting and 
stopping with almost the same precision as 
a CA V disc. So if you can't create your own 
CA V disc you may be able to find suitable 
material in the ever increasing offering of 
cultural and foreign language titles in CL V 
format. (Performance rights clearances 
should always be obtained.) 
INTERESTED IN NEW TRANSLATION 
SOFTWARE FOR A PC? 
Auensys Corporation has just completed the FluensjrFrench Language System. Designed primarily as 
an automatic and interactive English to French translator, it has rapid lookup and conjugation capabilities that 
make it useful as an instructional tool also. Our marketing philosophy is to make the software available to as 
many people as possible by offering it at an extremely attractive price. 
Although automatic computer-based translations will probably never approach the accuracy, 
comprehension and style produced by human translators, we believe that our system is a forerunner to what 
will be an important adjunct to the word processor on the many PC's whose user's operate with international 
vision. Fluensys French has the ability to translate word processing files at up to three pages per minute 
(albeit, less than perfectly) or to work, sentence by sentence, with a human translator. 
We know that you understand the benefits that technology can bring to language learning and international 
communication and, as a small company, we value the support that sales to the Language Learning 
Technologies community can provide. As a professional, you really can't go far wrong by acquiring this new 
software either for yourself personally, to examine and tune to your preference, or for your language lab. 
The price is only $29.95 (plus $5 s&h) per system. We offer a money back guarantee if you elect not to 
keep the software. We would appreciate your comments on additional features or modifications that will 
make the software more useful to you. Please order today by calling the number below or sending check, 
money order or Visa or MasterCard number and expiration to the address below. 
$29.95 + $5 s&h (800) 243-4470 Money Back Guarantee 
Fluensys Corporation 10451 Mill Run Circle Suite 400 Owings Mills, MD 21117 
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